
B A K E D  I N
A M B A S S A D O R  E V E N T S  G U I D E



Baked In parties

Meeting 10 new people at 
at-home parties each month
means you can be boosting
your sales between £75- £200
per month. 



RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

It’s in your home so you’re in charge - think
about an area that would work well. You
might want to demonstrate a kit live so
you’ll need a table for all the Baked In
merch and baking utensils. 

STEP 1 - THE VENUE

B A K E D  I N



RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Family and Friends - perhaps a group that you’re in already and you
need an excuse for a get-together - sports teams, mum/dad group,
church, school PTA, volunteering group
Aim to invite 10-12 people as you’ll have people unable to attend or
cancel last minute. Hopefully with these numbers you’ll get around 5-6
people on the night. 

STEP 2 - GUEST LIST 
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Have a theme you are comfortable with…
Coffee/tea and cake for morning events
Prosecco and cake works nice in the evening

Actual cake for eating - "Here’s a couple I made
earlier!" - that means snacks are sorted. 
Check in advance if your guests have any food
allergies or special requests.

STEP 3 - FOOD AND DRINK
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Start a WhatsApp group so you can send reminders and
location pins before the event
At 2 days to go, send a message to generate excitement
with pictures of cake and Prosecco
Use the group to follow up with your unique url and baking
club discount code following the event
Send the WhatsApp group follow up images and
encourage them to add to Instagram with tags -
#lovebakedin #teambakedin

STEP 4 - COMMUNICATIONS
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Now you might want to share your story about
why you’re an Ambassador and what Baked In
means to you. 
Explain in more detail how the subscription
works
Introduce the Baked In community + wider team
We have a little video if you wanted to use it -
https://youtu.be/Bo7T11T7NA0

STEP 5 - ABOUT BAKED
IN ON THE NIGHT
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https://youtu.be/Bo7T11T7NA0
https://youtu.be/Bo7T11T7NA0


RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Sign up to the Baking Club or introduce people
to the Bake Shop. 
Mention gift subscriptions.
Have a laptop/iPad set up so you can help
guests sign up.
You may have physical products to sell on the
night - we'll talk about this in more detail later!

STEP 6 - THE OFFERING
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

You might want to send your guests away
with some follow up information which
includes your shopping link and subscription
code

Business cards and flyers

STEP 7 - SWAG BAGS
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Explain that you are available to facilitate parties for your friends and their friends at
their houses - to share the Baked In happiness even further!
Try and book in two future parties at the actual event and then follow up with your
guests after. 
It might be a good idea to have your diary with you to check dates.
Hostess Rewards - £25 Giftcard to use at the Bakeshop for 2 or more subscription orders
on the night. 
Once your hostess sets up her party and has a WhatsApp group, make sure you get
added so you can introduce yourself in advance and then have numbers to follow up
with guests after. 

STEP 8 - FIND YOUR NEXT HOST
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Market Events

Meeting brand new people at an
external event means you can be
boosting your sales and introducing
people to the Baking Club - the world's
your oyster depending on what you
want to invest in your display. 

There's lots of markets happening at
schools, local markets, food festivals,
seasonal events - find out what's on in
your local area. 



RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Drop an email to us at
ambassador@bakingclub.co.uk - we'll help
get you up and running with all the info
you'll need to get started!

We'll have loads of information available to
steer you in the right direction, an order
form to purchase your stock (at market
rates)!

STEP 1 - FILL US IN
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Order your business cards and flyers on the
website. We order these through an external
provider so it’s a good idea to order these well in
advance of when you need them!

You'll be able to add your unique discount codes
to get rewards after the event has ended!

We'll also provide a price list so you can have this
handy on the day, and a checklist of everything
you'll need ahead of time. 

STEP 2 - GET ALL YOUR LITERATURE READY
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Familiarise yourself with any rules or costs the
venue has ahead of time to avoid last-minute stress.
What do they charge you to sell there? Do you need
to provide a risk assessment? 

We've put together a template risk assessment
which you can download, to help you along the way. 

STEP 3 - FIND OUT WHAT THE
VENUE REQUIRES OF YOU
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Bring a printed price sheet with you - this makes it
really easy for both you and your customers to know
what you’re charging! 

You might want to explain in more detail what the
selling points of your products are (which ones are
vegetarian, which ones are great for celebrations,
etc), and how the subscriptions work. Be prepared to
talk the talk! 

STEP 4 - KNOW YOUR PRODUCTS AND YOUR PRICING
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https://youtu.be/Bo7T11T7NA0


RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Consider using a tablecloth and add height
using a couple of cake stands - this not only
looks good, but means that your visitors can see
everything you’ve got on offer really clearly! 

Don’t overload the table by putting everything
you’ve got on there - keep some stock back to
make it easier for people to see what’s available.

We'll provide a checklist of everything you'll
need with you on the day - from tea-towels to
rubbish bags.

STEP 5 - THINK ABOUT THE LOOK OF YOUR STAND
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

When we attend events we bake a batch of brownies, slice them into cubes and freeze
them ahead of the day. That way they’re ready to go on the day and taste just as good
defrosted as when they're freshly baked! 

If you do provide samples, there are several additional steps to think about - you'll need
to register your kitchen with your local council, get the right level of insurance, and we'd
also recommend doing a level 1 course in food hygiene.

On the day, you'll also need a label that explains what allergens are in them - we'll send
you one that you can print. Usually the bake will contain wheat and milk, but all kits
produced at Baked In may contain traces of wheat, milk, tree nuts and soya. 

STEP 6 - CONSIDER SAMPLES
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Wearing Baked In branded clothing - and maybe an apron!
Make sure your phone is fully charged, or bring a portable charger.
People will ask you for carrier bags! Don't forget to bring some along.
Remember to bring your payment options - a cash box and a card reader. 
Multi-buy offers work well if you want to clear some stock at the end of the day, but
bear in mind that you might not sell everything

We'll have a checklist to download to make sure you don't miss anything! 

STEP 7 - THINGS TO THINK ABOUT ON THE DAY…
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Don’t forget to enjoy yourself! Take plenty
of photos of you and your stand at the
event, and post them to Instagram using
the hashtags #teambakedin and
#lovebakedin so we can all support you. 

STEP 8 - HAVE FUN!
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ambassador@bakedin.co.ukPlease send any questions to

mailto:ambassador@bakedin.co.uk

